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ABSTRACT ,'

=_ The use of parabolically or spherically-shaped mirrors is being considered

_[;-_ in order to increase the solar energy intensity on solar cells. Their use _

will significantly decrease the size and number of the cells needed for a

particular application, hence the total array cost. Questions arise, however, j
• !

regarding the long-term (five to ten years) efficiency of these devices.

Performance degradation of the mirror surfaces might result from known hostile

elements in the low earth orbit (LEO) environment (150-350 nautical miles).

This study addresses the degradation issue in light of present knowledge of

y

this environment.

The following characteristics of the LEO environment are identified for x

study: (1) the vacuum of space; (2) sputtering by the residual atoms and

particles in space; (3) solar electromagnetic radiation; (4) contamination

_ of the mirror surface; (5) atomic oxygen interactions with the surface; (6)

," _ bombardment of the surface by meteoroids; and (7) irradiation of the surface

" _ by ionizing particles (protons). Using the best available information for

the magnitudes of the necessary quantities, we carry-out a mathematical

loss caused by each characteristic. Otherwise, reasonable estlm-_tes are made

of corresponding losses, based on already published data. i '
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It is concluded that vacuum effects on a reflecLing surface are negligible

for the temperatures expected in space. Also, negligible is the effect ofr

bombardment of the surface by meteoroids. Solar electromagnetic radiation

is found to cause a slight (two percent to six percent) degradation in

reflectance within the first year or two of exposure, after'which no further

change is expected. Atomic oxygen interactions pose great danger to a

reflecting surface, because large effects have already been observed on

: relatively short Space Shuttle missions.

_ Based on the results and studie_ of solar radiation and atomic oxygen "

interactions, both of which are fairly well defined at LEO, it seems likely

_ that these two will combine to produce a degradation in reflectance of at

least lO percent over a five to ten-year period. The low energy (<20 key)

protons could play a major role in the degradation in the reflectance. If i

the flux is as high as |01°/cmZ/sec, the degradation is likely _o be much

higher than 10 percent. This will also be the case if atomic oxygen inter-

actions turn out to be considerably higher than assumed here. On the other i

hand, if the flux is less than 108/cm2/sec, proton effects will probably be

negligible.
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, INTRODUCTION ..

• _ As the space program expands and the Space Station becomes a reality,

' there will be more, and no doubt, larger devices needing electrical power.

At least..part of this need is likely to be satisfied by the use of solar

i cells, continuously changed in position to track the sun. In order to mini-

; mize the number needed (and hence cost) of these rather expensive devices, ,.

consideration is now being given to the use of concentrators that will

increase the intensity of energy falling on each cell. The concentrators

are likely to be of some parabolic or spherical design, with a reflective |

i! coating of aluminum, nickel, silver, or some other suitable material. The
mirror coatings may or may not be protected by a thin, transparent outer

_i oxide layer of silicon, depending on circumstances. For both kinds (coated

, _ and uncoated), but particularly the bare unprotected surfaces, there is some s

concern that their initialIy high reflectivities might decrease significantiy ,}

I

before the period of planned use (five to ten years) has expired, as a result

of their exposure to the LEO environment. The purpose of this study is to

investigate the long-term (five to ten years) effect that the near-earth

(150-350 nm) environment is likely to have on the specular reflectance of

these mirrors. _

( THEORY AND RESULTS

At LEO, we will consider the following known characteristics of space as

being potentially damaging to optical surfaces: (a) the vacuum of space;

(b) sputtering phenomena; (c) solar electromagnetic radiation; (d) contami-

_'_ nation by thin films; (e) atomic oxygen interactions; (f) bombardment by

" meteoroids; and (g) irradiation by ionizing particles.
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The Vacuum of Space

At a dlstance of 125 miles from the surface of the earth, atmospheric

_ pressure is about I0-6 mm of Hg. At this low value, there is the possibility "

that molecules of the solid reflective surface will evaporate into the

surrounding vacuum much faster than they return to it. 1_e Langmuir equation (|)

describes this process and is written:
Is 8

(l) W - P/17.14 (Ms/T)-/2 where

W - rate of evaporation (gm/cm2/sec)

P = vapor pressure of the material (mm Hg)

• 1
T ffitemperature (OK)

: -

Ms " molecular weight of the surface material in the gas phase

The vapor pressure of AI is lO-I° arm at 744°C. U_ing these figures in

equation (I), one finds an evaporation rate of 0.084 n_n/year. This is a i
]

: rather large rate b_t poses no serious problem, because the temperature is !
P

much higher than will be encountered at LEO. At LEO tempezatures (-70°C to

+50°C),the vapor pressures of all commonly used reflecting metals are consi-

derably smaller than lO-l°atm, it is believed, therefore, that this effect

will at most cause a very slow decrease in optical reflectivity due to possible

differences in evaporation rates in different grains of the metal. _" (

Sputtering Phenomena

The removal of atoms from the reflecting surface as _ result of its )

bombardment by low energy (<I mev) atoms and ions in the environment is

called "sputtering". A threshold energy exists for doing this that depends

on the nature of the impinging atom or ion and of the surface. For protons

hitting an aluminum surface, this threshold is found to be about 0.5 key,

while it is about 0.1 key for nitrogen or oxygen atoms. For atoms and ions

with energies above their threshold values, it can readily be shown that
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" (2) _ts = _ C Ms/pAv where '

_ts - rate of decrease in thickness of the film (cm/sec)
, , %

= incident flux of atoms or ions (no/cm2/sec)

= yield, the nhmber of surface atoms liberated/incident atom

0 " density of the reflective material (gm/cm a)

Av - Avogadro's Number

, The greatest uncertainties in the use of equation (2) for LEO are in the

eyield factor and the incident flux of protons. Using the best available

_ estimates of these, we find the sputtering loss due to residual air (oxygen J

• and nitrogen) will be about 0.15 A/year. This is considered a negligible {

amount. On the other hand, the low energy protons at LEO will potentially

_ o
_L" t

sputter off about I00 A/year, which is a relatively large _mount.

_ Solar Eleetromag_etic Radiation _

The effect of ultraviolet radiation on a hare aluminum surface has been i

studied (2), and a reproduction of one of the graphs resulting from this _

study is shown in figure I. In this study, a mercury-arc lamp was used as

the source of U-V radiation. The most striking feature of these curves is

the saturation effect that appears after about 2,000 Equivalent Space Sun

• Hours (ESSH). After this time, there is essentially no further change in

' _

reflectance. If one assumes contznuous sun exposure, 2,000 hours will be

accumulated in about three months. At an exposure of 8 hours/day, one sees

that maximum degradation of two percent to six percent will occur in about

nine months.

Contamination by Thin Films

At every stage in the assembly and deployment of a mirror, great care

most be taken to see that the surface is kept clean. Additionally, a thin

[
' _ film of carbon or other contaminant material can form from organics used in

w. ! ' %_ 2_-_ ,
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surrounding parts of the structure, if they outgass significantly. Bremer

(3) has calculated the maximum allowable contaminant film thickness that

will lead to a degradation of I0 percent in reflectance. His conclusion is i

that a film about one nanometer thick will produce such a loss. In a study

of this _roblem, Gillette (2) used a source of protons. It has been observm -

4! over the years in the laboratory that radiation, too, can cause the buildu_
#

_, of a contaminant film. He estimated that a film from 0.5 to about 1.5 nano-
t

meters accumulated in three to four hours exposure at 16 key, 10Z3/cm2/sec.
• i

If one assumes tbat the buildup time varies inversely with beam intensity, . ,
-i

_ then at the assumed intensity of the protons in LEO (~10Z°/cm2/sec) a I0 :
I

_ percent degradation in reflectance, du_ to this effect, might be expected to i

_ occur in about five or six months of exposure. On the other hand, if the

flux is less than 10e/cm21sec, as has been estimated in another source (8),

no film buildup will occur.

Atomic Oxxgen Interactions
t

On the first three missions of the Space Shuttle, it was observed that

physical changes occurred in some of the commonly used materials after expo- 1

sure to the space environment. Following this observation, a series of I '_

specially selected materz_Is was set up in an experiment designed to investi-

gate this effect. A report of the results of this exposure has been made

(4). In the series were a group of thin films (I00 _ - 2,000 _) of silver, )

carbon, and osmiam. The osmium was completely lost through evaporation,i

while the silver was completely oxidized. In another test, aluminum was

j exposed, but the results were inconclusive. It is no_ thought that these

changes are due to the chemical action of oxygen in the environment on the

surface atoms. Because of its similarity to sputtering, this process is
f

sometimes considered to be a form of it. (8) No loss rates have been
%
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-_ _ established for the metals likely to be used as reflector coatings. On the

other hand, a large loss of 5.25 mils is predicted for kapton and mylar over

a ten-year period. On the basis of the size of this effect, the behavior of

silver in a very short time, and the uncertainty in the behavior of aluminum,

one has _o be concerned about this interaction.

_t Bombardment.b_ Meteoroids

J Meteoroids are very small solid particles moving in interplanetary space.

A model of the flux-mass distribution has been constructed and is given in

figure 2. (5) To simulate the behavior of these particles striking a mirror

surface, Bjork designed a mathematical model. (6) This model, which has been

_i_ verified experimentally, predicts that the bombardment will result in

_ hemispherical craters being formed in the mirror surface. The radius of a

crater is given by:

(3) r = C (mv)_ where

r = radius (cm)

m = mass of projectile (grams)

v = impact velocity (kmlsec)

C - a constant that depends on the target t_.
Bjork found C = 1.09 for A1 on A1, and 0.606 for Fe on Fe. In this study,

we sat C = 1. The analysis of meteoroid damage consists of calculating the

fraction of the total area of a reflector damaged by strikes. It is assumed

that no two particles strike the same area, that atl are moving with the

average speed of 20 kin/set (5), chat the damaged area has a lower constant

average reflectance, and that meteoroids have the mass and flux distribution

given in figure 2. The result of this analysis is that there will be no

damage from this source, because of the smallness of the flux and masses of

' the meteoroids.
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j
Irradiatio n by Protons

While the very low energy protons will be unable _o penetrate the reflecting

surface and will interact basically by sputtering, those at some slightly
4

higher energies will penetrate to depths that depend on their energies. If

the energy is too high, they will pass through the thin film with little or

no damage. In the range of energies that resu_ in their being stopped in

i
the film, radiation damage may occur. This phenomenon was observed for a b

I
t
i

bare aluminum reflector by Gillette. (2) He found _hat severe blistering of

i

the film resulted from an exposure of I0t7 protons/cm 2 of 16 kev energy. He

O

estimated their range in AI to oe 3500 A. Using these figures, one readily

finds this to be a radiation dose of 2.7 x 10llrads Cl rad = lO0 ergs/gm).

"J Fuller (7) estimates that radiation damage occurs for an exposure between "'
!

I0e and I0u rads. Another estimate (8) places this threshold at about I0TM
¢

rads for AI and other metals. Gillette's results tend to support the smaller

estimate. We have previously assumed a flux of l0x°/cmZ/sec of low energy I

{

solar protons. Their average energy, however, is lower than 16 key. Assuming # '
!
I

this value is sev 2 key, we find the dose rate to be 8.54 x I0n fads/year.

On the basis of the above results, one would certainly expect blistering of

this material under these conditions.

C_NCLUSIONS i

' iSince all of the processes that have been considered are actually occurring

simultaneously in LEO, the question naturally arises as to their combined effect ! I
L

on a reflecting surface. There do_s not appear to be a way, a priori, of

combining these effects. Nevertheless, Some reasonable conclusions can be

drawn. I
!

Vacuum effects on a reflecting surfa:e are negligible fo:rthe temperatures i-

_ expected in space. Also negligible is the bo_.bardme,_tof the surface by
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ii!i meteoroids. Of the remaining five characteristics considered, protons are

involved in three. The remaining two, s_iar e' .tromagnetic radiation and

_! atomic oxygen interactions, are both fairly definite processes that have
[. already been observed, and to some extent studied. Based on these studies, _-
N

i it appears likely that they will combine to produce a degradation in reflect-
ance of at least I0 percent over a five to ten-year period. Such a minimum

-3

.._ degradation will be independent of the material used, its size, or how it is

exposed (bare or protected) _o the environment, lae fact that protons are

involved in three of the characr,eristics emphasizes the need to know this

• flux distribution more accurately. If the flux is as high _; we generally

_t assumed (101°/cm2/sec), the degradation in reflectance is likely to be much

higher than lO percent. This will also be the case if atomic oxygen inter-

actions turn out to be considerably higher than assumed here. On the other

i hand, if the flux is less than lO8/cm2/sec, proton effects will probably be

p

negligible.
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Fisure 2. Average Cumulative To_al He_eoroid Flux-mass Model _or | A.U.
(From Reference 5)
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